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It is my first duty as chairman to thank the retiring Chair Bryan
Mills and retiring committee members, John Court and David
Cope, for guiding the society through some very difficult times
over the past few years. In my time on the committee during the
last two and a half years it has been a pleasure to work with
them. Fortunately Bryan is continuing as a committee member,
John is continuing as treasurer for the time being and David
plans to continue to take an active role as a member of the
society. I hope they will all stay very involved and perhaps we
can persuade them to take up the cudgels on our behalf again
sometime in the future.
My second duty is to welcome Mark Cracknell to the
committee. We now have two very busy farmers on the
committee and we will be very grateful for their input. I am also
very pleased to welcome Rebecca Bushell who is our new
Secretary. Rebecca will be taking the minutes at meetings as
well as other administrative duties and will no doubt be keeping
us all in check.
Fortunately our membership secretary is going to continue with
his sterling efforts on the magazine which I know is well
appreciated by all members. This just leaves me to thank the
committee members of a certain age who, I’m sure, will
continue with their best efforts to ensure the society’s continued
survival as they have for the past couple of years.
As not many of you know me, I think I should probably
introduce myself next. Although I now live in rural Suffolk I was
born and brought up in a town. I have never worked on a farm
and spent my career as an engineer in the Electricity Supply
Industry now retired. So apart from tramping across many a
field to restore people’s electricity supply my qualifications for
this post are not great.
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I have been a member for about 7 years so have probably
missed most of the glory days of the society. I do appreciate
the long and successful past and will do my very best to help
the society prosper in the future. Covid and our members’ age
profile are against us at the moment, plus the difficulties in
complying with council licenses and Insurance policy
restrictions, but I hope we can get back to organizing events
that members want to attend.
We are continuing with our monthly club meetings, at Halstead
FC and visits to other places. A programme will be produced
shortly. The committee did look at other venues for our
meetings but our members are well spread throughout East
Anglia and Halstead seems to be about the central point.
We are also organizing a crank up meeting, three tractor runs
and a working day/ plough day so far this year. Details are
elsewhere in the magazine and on the web site.
John Southall is also looking to improve our communication by
developing a Facebook page and we will be sending reminders
of club meetings by email.
There is however one major fly in the ointment for the future.
John Court is standing down as Treasurer in October. With the
necessary handover period we really need to find a
replacement by June. We can’t survive as a society without a
treasurer. The duties are not very onerous, but John’s
successor will need to be reasonably computer literate. So
please if you or someone you know is able to help out please
get in touch with a committee member or the membership
secretary.
Finally I hope to meet more members at the crank up day in
May.

Terry Angland
~2~

From the Editor
Here we are well in to a New Year and already behind us we
have the AGM and the February general meetings. Much has
been said concerning the disappointing trend for the meeting
attendance to be so much in decline and I will not labour the
point further.
I think the members survey results make interesting reading,
and, like all statistics, can be interpreted in many ways but it is
the underlying trends that perhaps we need to think about. The
positive results show there is clearly still real interest in what
the Society is about regarding an interest in old farm machinery
and a desire to work it whenever possible. This year we will
have the opportunity to work our old machines with three
Tractor Runs, a Working Day and for the first time an Engine
Crank Up. Details of the Crank Up are contained within this
magazine. All going to plan the Crank Up will be for just not
stationary engines but any static exhibit. Tractors and any
“what have you” will be welcome. The key word is “static”,
stationary engines will be running as you would expect but
tractors and everything else will be for display only. It might,
just might, be a precursor for something better in the future. I
won’t use the word “rally” but if this year’s Crank Up goes well
and has sufficient interest from exhibitors, visitors, and the land
owner then who knows what could be achieved. Initially it all
depends on members supporting the event which of course
then shows support for your Society.
By now you will be aware of our new Chairman and some
changes to the Committee, I hope every member will support
them and help make the Society a success for the future.
~3~

Members Survey.
Results, thoughts, and comments.
Over the past two years there has been a decline in
membership and general interest in the Society. Without any
doubt Covid has played a huge part in this but it would be easy
to dismiss other possible factors and simply blame Covid.
To sound out what members are currently thinking / concerned
about and want from the Society a short questionnaire was
printed on the reverse of this year’s membership form. As you
will have appreciated it is only really for the benefit of members
within East Anglia as it asks about the convenience of the
monthly meeting location and other questions which can
realistically only apply if you are within reasonable travelling
distance of Suffolk/Essex.
Thirty four East Anglian members took the time to complete the
survey and the results are as follows. (The actual numbers are I
believe not altogether relevant but the trends certainly are)
The question:I believe meetings are poorly attended because.
Worries over Covid
The meeting location
The content / format of the meetings
The survey results recorded,
Covid

21

Location

11

Content

3
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The results of why members believe the meetings are poorly
attended are perhaps, not a surprise.
Over the past two years everyone had (has) worries about
Covid and of course it is the number one answer around poor
attendance. However, with “jabs” and a realisation we must
begin to accept Covid is here for ever and begin to live life
again it is disappointing to record so few still intend to not
attend club meetings (see the next question)
Wherever the monthly meetings are held it will never be
convenient for everyone (in Suffolk and Essex) this is obvious
but 11 surveyed members make the point that Halstead is not a
convenient meeting location.
The next question asked:Do you intend to support club meetings at Halstead?
The results confirmed just 11 members from the 34 who
completed the survey will support club meetings. This is
roughly one in three which brings us back to the original
question about poor support. Remember, this is Essex and
Suffolk members. Covid risks are declining so; maybe some of
the 21 worried about it might now come and join the meetings.
Would you support club visits to places of interest?
Here we had 14 members responding with a “yes” so, perhaps
more outside visits are called for.
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Would you support a club Tractor Run?
The Club plans three Tractor Runs this year, or to be correct,
three individual members plan Tractor Runs which are
supported by the Club. The survey results showed there were
11 members interested. On the face of it the results, we know
from past experience, do not paint the full picture as in previous
years we have had excellent support for the Runs. Last year we
had, for the first time, a Tractor Run on the Saturday before the
Club Working Day which despite awful weather attracted a
good number of hardy drivers who had a great time and said
they will be back this year. If the weather had been kinder then
the support would have been even better.
Would you support a Working Day?
For many years the FMPS have had a Working Day on the first
Sunday of October courtesy of the Cracknell family at Grove
Farm Great Henny. ( Sudbury Suffolk) Since the demise of the
annual Club Rally the Working Day has become the main
feature of the year whereby members can get together and put
their machinery through its paces and also display it for the
benefit of the public. And, at the same time raise some money
for a worthy cause. (in recent years this has been the Essex
and Herts Air Ambulance)
The survey showed 24 members were keen to support the
Working Day and therefore with this representing 75% of the
survey respondents we have to take it as being a major source
of interest. The FMPS will take this into consideration and
continue to build on what we know members want.
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Support for Engine Crank Ups
To date the Club has not organised what could be described as
a “Crank Up” but in recent times the Committee have discussed
it and used the survey to gauge interest. The results were very
positive with 24 of the 34 surveyed members saying they would
support a Crank Up. This is 70% and the good news is that in
early May we fully intend to hold such an event. (More details
are to be found elsewhere in the magazine.)
Would you join a Coach Trip to a place of interest ?
Some long standing members will remember when the club did
in fact organise at least one coach trip each year, often to
private collections or museums which proved very popular and
filling a coach was relatively easy by including families and
invited friends. The day usually included a pub lunch or
something similar. If there is enough interest perhaps we could
once again have a special day out. However, the survey
recorded just 12 members were interested. I still think this idea
has potential and urge members to make their views known by
coming to the meetings or contacting a Committee member.
Would you attend any purely social events?
Here we are thinking about, maybe a barbeque, or hog roast or
whatever. As with the Coach Trips, back in the day, the club
organised some social events with some being better
supported than others; it could be something to try again in the
future but, we had just 10 positive responses.
__________________________________________________
The survey has proved an interesting exercise but as I said
earlier I believe it is the trends that should be looked at rather
than the actual figures. So, Working Days and Crank Ups are a
hit but, as for meetings, is it really Covid !!
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Ipswich to Felixstowe Vintage Vehicle Run
May 1st 2022
This year will be the 50th anniversary of the run so for us and
many of our supporters it will be a special event.
Given that there is still some uncertainty regarding the rules
relating to Covid restrictions we are reviewing the situation as it
is updated by The Government, we will however comply with
whatever requirements are in place at the time and give
guidelines to all participants with the final joining and route
instructions in April. We would also ask that all participants
ensure they follow any such government restrictions as may be
in force at the time.
Finally we thank you for your continued support and we are
sure that 2022 will be a memorable event for us all.
Peter Cansick
Rally co-ordinator
Ipswich Transport Museum Services Ltd.
This is a great event for the participants and spectators; there
are many viewing areas all along the Old Felixstowe Road and,
when reaching Felixstowe, all of the vehicles are displayed on
the promenade. All going to plan I will be riding my 1968 650cc
Triumph Trophy motorcycle. Editor.
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Membership 2022
If you have not yet renewed your
membership this is the last magazine
you will receive.
Also, you will not benefit from the
Public Liability Insurance to cover you
at Rallies and other events.
The December magazine came with a
membership form, if you have
misplaced this download another from
the website www.fmps.org.uk
Alternatively send your full details to
the Membership Secretary on plain
paper (address on the inside cover of
this magazine.) Please be sure to
include payment of £19.50
Stamped Addressed Envelope
essential for receipt/insurance

~9~

An update on the E27N from Martin Day
featured in previous editions of our magazine.
Progress continues on the E27N I decided due to poor paint
finish to remove and repaint the wings, battery carrier, drawbar
and linkage.
The electrical
control box/panel
had to be
changed as it was
rusted beyond
sensible repair
and the wrong
one (Perkins L4).
This included new
cut out/ voltage
control box, correct CAV fuse box, ammeter and ignition switch.
This then necessitated replacing nearly all the existing wiring
harness as what was present was for the old panel and
incorrect ignition switch, key start not the correct CAV set up of
on/off ignition switch and brass capped starter button and of
course the fitting of lights and horn.
All wiring was completed yesterday and tested with a meter as
far as possible, but before going live and connecting the battery
I am fitting a battery isolation switch for quick cut off of power if
needed and ongoing safety. The main chance for error being
the fact that the connections on the new ignition/light switch do
not match the wiring diagram!
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The Big Day 7th February
Initial start-up and workshop test run went well. Good oil
pressure, charging correctly with lights horn etc. all functioning,
and no leaks. The last remaining task was the removal of the
radiator cap which had been attached with silicone as the
gasket was cut out from what appeared to be an old rubber car
mat, the four gasket retaining screws having been sheared off.
A new correct gasket using replacement screws and 20mm flat
washers was attached once the remains of the original screws
had been drilled out and the cap re threaded.

The weather today being dry and sunny was ideal for a road
test. All went well, the village having had road safety speed
display units fitted over the weekend displayed 13.2mph for my
David Brown 25c and 10mph for the E27n both displays in
keeping with the manufacturers stated maximum speeds.
All complete; the search now begins for the next project!
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Visit to Incinerator site Rivenhall
(with real future possibilities for the FMPS)
From our Chairman Terry Angland.
An intriguing email unexpectedly dropped into FMPS inbox just
before Christmas. It was from an Ambassador of the Essex
Shed Network (Bob). Briefly the organization provides a shed
with tools for making and repairing things and there is one at
Cressing Temple Barns.
He had been to an open day at a Hotel near Rivenhall
organized by the company responsible for installing a new
waste incinerator on the old airfield site at Rivenhall. Chatting to
one of the directors revealed that, adjacent to the incinerator
site they have an area containing a few Second World War
buildings, an old listed farm house and a couple of farm
outbuildings. As part of their planning consent for the
Incinerator the company has to develop the area. The
Developers don’t have a fixed idea of what they want to do at
this stage but the words “Heritage” and “Community” will
probably have to be in the plan somewhere.
Essex Shed Network are looking to obtain one of the buildings
for another of their “Sheds” which looks like it might be
possible, so Bob is very pleased. The Director of the Incinerator
then asked if Bob knew any organization that would be
interested in helping with the old farm machinery stored in the
farm buildings. Hence the email, so thanks to Bob for thinking
of us.
We contacted the company directly and arranged a visit for 20th
January. 5 members of the committee were able to attend and
we were certainly made to feel welcome. After donning hard
hats and hi-viz jackets we were shown a huge hole in the
ground, which is where the Incinerator is designed to go. It will
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have just the roof and chimney showing above the existing
ground level. Large earth movers were still scurrying around
the bottom of the hole to make it even deeper.
Separated from the construction site by Heras fencing are the
farm and airfield buildings. We were shown a wartime office
block that they are hoping to make into a museum and some
WW2 airfield defenses they hope to refurbish. Next was the
farm yard with two 5 bay cart lodges which contained a couple
of old seed drills and other old farm equipment. Attached to one
of the cart lodges was a large old shed with a brick floor, which
we were offered for our use if we wanted it. They asked if we
would act as consultants for the restoration of the farm
equipment and that, at the moment, is all they seem to want
from us.
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A little further down the track is the boarded up grade 2 listed
farmhouse. Part of the planning consent requires the
developers to restore the farmhouse to its former glory.

Lastly we walked back past a lovely meadow bounded by trees
which would make an ideal setting for an engine crank up. So
that is what we asked for and they readily agreed and offered to
provide toilets and a marquee if required. A date has been
booked for Sunday May 15th. Details are given elsewhere in
this magazine. It will be an opportunity for members to see the
site and to gauge the potential for our society.
We have, so far, only had one meeting with the company. The
Director was very enthusiastic for us to be involved at some
level. I think he has a mission to pacify local residents and
planners by developing something for the local community.
However he goes back to Dublin every week and leaves a
project manager in charge. The project manager is also keen
but has the difficult job of making it all happen.
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The overall Incinerator project will take 5 years and will cost
£500m, so a few thousand spent on the heritage side won’t be
missed. I think this could be a good opportunity to build a
relationship with the Developer and the Essex Shed Network
that will be beneficial to our society. I also feel that if we don’t
do it, others will.
If we are able to arrange this Crank Up day please support
it if you can. Afterwards we will be seeking members’
opinions about our involvement with the site.

The lovely open meadow just perfect for our Crank Up

Update:- May the 15th now definitely confirmed, Terry.
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Nedging Fete
Nedging Hall Suffolk
26th June 2022
An event back again after cancelation last year,
organised by club member Mrs P Gooderham. This
year we are remembering the late Mrs Gill Buckle of
Nedging Hall who always made everyone so very
welcome in the past.
The family will again
open the Hall Gardens
and Church to visitors.
There will be Classic
Cars, Tractors,
Stationary Engines,
Motorcycles and much
more including Suffolk
Horse, Trade Stands,
and of course Quality Refreshments.
A really great day out in the fabulous grounds of
Nedging Hall.
To enter and exhibit or for more information contact
Mrs Gooderham 01449 740271
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Facebook

The FMPS have moved into the 21st Century

For a while now many members have been suggesting we
need a presence on facebook.
There was of course some reluctance as some of us are
from a generation who think facebook is not for them,
wrong ! If you have a smartphone, a laptop or PC then
facebook is very much for you.
A facebook private group has been created which gives
members the opportunity to join and immediately
communicate with each other. Information, questions,
comments, for sale/wanted can be posted only by
members of the group.
Search facebook and find “The Farm Machinery
Preservation Society” and look for the “Join” button. Your
application will go to an Administrator who will approve it
if you are a member of the Society.
Just go for it, if you are not sure “how to” ask your
teenage Children or Grandchildren !!
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JOWETT, BRADFORD Model CC Utility
From John Couch in New Zealand

A brief history of how a group of over 60’s chaps meet on a
Friday morning each week have a coffee put the world to
rights, then have another coffee and do a bit of restoration on
various old pieces of equipment belonging to the Waterwheel
Historic trust. Anyway this short story is about an old Bradford,
which was found by a young
girl by the name of Eunice,
who happens to be the
daughter of the founder of the
trust, it was in a hedge beside
a bridge not far away. It was a
bit of a wreck and suffered
from the dreaded rust. It was
brought back to the yard and
given a coat of paint of various
colours. Several years later the
trust moved from its home in
Thornton to a new home in
Kawerau, over the years she moved to
several sites until a workshop was set
up at an old school that is now called
the Life Konnect centre. By this time it
had been dismantled and rust treated
by various people, The Friday gang
managed to collect most bits and
started looking at what we had. After a
lot of head scratching and coffee drinking the bits were put in
an organised heap and put to one side, after about 6 months
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we moved again and the Friday gang ended up at Mal’s large
garage in Edgecumbe and work and coffee drinking started in
earnest. The first major job was to fit the cab which needed a
bit of panel beating and knocking about to make it look
something like we think it should. Then Stew started on the
deck, after he found some wood he made the whole thing and
stained it. Next job was the engine - this had been seized, with
all the bearings shot and the whole thing basically past its sellby date, so we joined the Jowett club in Auckland who have a
vast stock of spares, so we acquired a second hand engine and
some other parts and a lot of technical help. When the engine
got to the workshop it was stripped and checked over, all ok,
we stripped the gearboxes and managed to make one gearbox
out of two. The chassis was painted, the brakes stripped
checked over and adjusted, the engine and gearbox with a lot
of fiddling were fitted then Bill completely rewired the van as
well as repairing switches and lights. The fuel tank was looked
at and put to one side while we worked out we could stick the
rust holes together so it didn’t look like a colander in the end
Mal found a boat fuel tank so we made a frame behind the rear
axle to mount it with a door to hide it.
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The bodywork was now rubbed down, filled and painted - the
doors were hung then adjusted so they shut, then adjusted
again so they would open, and then taken off so we could fit the
windows. The wings were fitted along with the radiator and grill.
We then thought it might be an idea to see if it would go, so the
battery was fitted and Bill’s electrics worked well now to see if
we could find some sparks, despite looking everywhere we
couldn’t remember where we put them, In the end we managed
to find some and the old girl started, after some adjustments
and a lot more starting we got it all sorted so we thought it
would be good if we took her for a spin, so the next thing was to
find a driver, have you noticed how people seem to have got
larger over the last 80 odd years because the cab on the
Bradford seems to be made for someone of a smaller stature.
So Phil volunteered to drive it, the rest of us waited for him to
come back, after half an hour I jumped in the Ute and went to
look for him, he wasn’t far away but he had come upon a small
technical problem, apparently there was a loud rattling and
knocking sound and the engine stopped, the fan came off and
apart from putting a large dent in the bonnet it also broke the
distributor cap he stuck the cap together and we got back to the
workshop, upon examination we found that the fan which is
mounted on the dynamo someone had decided would work
better if it was nearer to the radiator so they had the fan fitted
on a block of wood on the pulley and it seems that the one
wood screw was not strong enough to hold it on. Well that’s
about it, after a couple of transfers on the door along with a
‘Eunice’ name, we have decided not to put her on the road, as
going through all the bits and pieces to get a VIN (vehicle
identification number) in order to register for the road, then a
WOF ( MOT) every 6months.
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While all this has been going on we have restored several
tractors, a maize sheller, several stationary engines, etc,etc.

SOME OF THE COFFEE DRINKERS
Many of you will be wondering how and why we have a
member in New Zealand, a fair question.
John Couch (our Kiwi member) is in fact not a Kiwi at all but
hails from Suffolk and as such joined the FMPS in the very
early days of its existence, not quite a founder member but very
close. For many years he had an engineering business based
near Ipswich but in 2006 decided to head to the other side of
the world not least because his wife, Gayle is a Kiwi hence the
connection. John did not exactly leave with a couple of
suitcases but several shipping containers with many things
vintage including his beloved Titan tractor which had been in
his family from new (in about 1918 from memory) Gayle flew
her horses across to NZ and so their new life begun.
Fortunately John stays very much in touch and I receive regular
updates / articles of interest and club newsletters.
There you have a brief history of our now, Honorary Member, in
New Zealand.
(Editor)
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Club Meeting/Visit
30th March

The March meeting will be a visit to
TTT Motorcycle Village.
This really is something different and even if you have never
ridden a motorcycle it promises to be an interesting visit and in
line with the club ambition to diversify.
TTT Motorcycle Village
not only sell new
modern bikes but also
have a keen interest in
Classic and Vintage
machines such as the
Triumph Speed Twin
and BSA pictured in
their showroom.

TTT will provide tea
and coffee during the
visit.
Find them at:Unit 6.
Bulmer Road
Industrial Estate
Sudbury CO10 7JH
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Club Meeting/Visit
Sunday 24th April
Courtesy of Committee Member Mark Cracknell and family a
visit to Grove Farm Great Henny has been arranged for the
afternoon of Sunday April 24th. (1pm – 4pm)
Of course many members know Grove Farm as being the
venue for the Annual Working Day but what many do not know
is that over the years the family have gathered together vintage
tractors, stationary engines, tools, household items and much
more beside, these are housed in their museum and the visit
will be centred here.
Mark, and hopefully Colin, will be on hand to talk us through the
background and story behind their collected items.
The farm has some very modern machinery (and some not
quite so modern) and Mark will show us these and perhaps
explain to the uninitiated, such as your Editor, their complexities
including how and why modern farm machinery needs to talk
with satellites in order to do its job!
The visit is timed for 1pm – 4pm, try to be there 12.45pm
Grove Farm, Great Henny,
Sudbury, Suffolk.
CO10 7LT
Email contact:Phone:-

jcracknellandsons@outlook.com
07753 522756
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Tractor Runs for 2022
Supported by the FMPS
This year individual members will be organising three Tractor
Runs for the benefit of both club members and non-members
who may wish to take part. The purpose of the runs is to show
the public the machines we cherish. To raise money for local
charities but, mostly to just have fun.

Sunday May 1st

Tractor run leaving from:- Brazenhead Farm
Gt. Bardfield, Braintree, Essex. CM7 4PT
Contact David Hunt 01371 810314 for more details.
Supported Charity is:- The Essex Air Ambulance
(last year more than £10.500 was raised)

Saturday August 20th

Tractor run leaving from Walderingfield near Ipswich
Contact David Cope 07497 514769 for more details.
Supported Charity is:- St Elizabeth Hospice.
Entry and Sponsorship can be paid on the day.
Or, on the “Just Giving” page website.
Food provided at the lunch stop by the Kirton Scouts and
profits to their funds.

Saturday October 1st

Tractor run leaving Grove Farm Gt. Henny
Sudbury Suffolk. CO10 7LT
(This is a precursor to the FMPS Working Day on
Sunday 2nd)
Contact Ken Bailey 07702 202311 for more details.
Supported Charity:- The Essex and Herts Air Ambulance.
~ 24 ~

Some Events of Interest.
It can never be too early to promote the
FMPS Working Day and Tractor Run.
Grove Farm Gt Henny, Sudbury Suffolk. CO10 7LT

October 1st Tractor Run

Contact Ken Bailey 07702 202311

October 2nd Working Day

Contact Mark Cracknell 07753 522756
Some other events in Suffolk / Essex
Aldham Rally: 11th – 12th June.

new site, Marks Tey Racecourse
(see their website for more details)

MEBCC Rally 18th – 19th June

(Waldingfield Airfield) see their facebook page for details

Tendring Show 9th July

(see their website for full details)

Pebmarsh Show 23rd – 24th July
Henham Steam Rally 17th – 18th September
(see their facebook page for details)
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For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:
Bamford EG1 1 ½ hp
£180.00
Wolseley WD ll 1 ½ hp
£180.00
Ruston Hornsby PT 1 ½ hp £180.00
Ruston Hornsby PB 1 ½ hp £240.00
Fowler 1 PAL Type 1 ½ hp £250.00
Eclipse Root Chopper
£75.00
Twin axle transporter trailer,
electric winch, ramps, spare wheel. £650.00
Small trailer with spare wheel. £40.00
Items located near Colchester Essex.
Phone Mr D Hearn 07796 080584
______________________________________________
For Sale: (Reducing my Collection)
6 Different Drainage Scoops + 1 Pipe Layer
Assortment of old Land Drain Pipes
14 Different Old Path Edgings
8 Assortment of Pitchforks

£50.00
£15.00
£ 14.00
£ 50.00

Contact Alan Dixey. 07880695280 or 01787 312915
Located in Bulmer, Sudbury, Suffolk.
________________________________________________
For Sale:
Auto Culto with Plough.
£20.00
Massey Harris 706 Semi Mounted Finger Mower £50.00
1935 Austin Light 12/4 Ascot.
Sound Condition, needs a little TLC (phone for more details)
Contact Walter Miller 01206 543230 (Colchester Essex)
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A Lesson Learned

from the Editor.

I was recently watching a 1950s film on “You Tube” relating to
safety whilst riding a motorcycle; one point covered was the
danger of items of clothing, particularly belts, causing a safety
issue and it reminded me of an incident I experienced and will
always remember.
In the mid-sixties I set off to London in horrendous weather on
my Triumph 500 dressed in waders and a thick rubberised long
coat, possibly ex-military, which of course had a substantial
belt.
A mate and I had reached the Thames embankment when
suddenly I was snatched backwards with enough force so that I
was virtually laying on the passenger seat, The bike slithered
almost to a halt and somehow I managed to still hang on to the
handlebars but now I had the problem of trying to put at least
one foot on the ground. So here I am, laying backwards on the
seat, unable to sit up with the bike still just about moving, I
know we were in slow moving traffic and was probably in a low
gear, I assume the bike eventually stalled and somehow I must
have managed to get a foot down as I know I stayed upright.
Fortunately my mate was behind and saw what had happened.
After his tears of laughter had dried up he decided to help and
quickly it became obvious my belt had come undone and was
wrapped around the rear chain and sprocket. The process of
releasing it was, from memory, quite a task but eventually I had
the pleasure of tossing a mangled and very greasy belt into the
Thames.
The road safety advice given back in the day proved to be well
founded!
This is just one of many experiences which have stayed with
me over the fifty nine years on two wheels.
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FMPS Meetings/Visits 2022
March 30th
Evening visit to TTT Motorcycles (see details in magazine)

April 24th (Sunday)
Afternoon visit to Grove Farm Gt. Henny (see details in magazine)

April 27th
DVD Night at usual meeting venue

May 25th
TBA (watch website or facebook)

June 29th
Talk by John Selley of The Ferguson Club
Meetings at Halstead Football Club 8pm
(unless otherwise stated)
Always check the WEBSITE www.fmps.org.uk
and our Facebook page for meeting updates.
This magazine is also available to read on the
website along with back copies for the past year
Deadline for next Magazine May 15th 2022

Society Badges £2.50 each

+ 75p post and packing. Or, save postage, collect at meetings

Promote your Society
Available once again are
these fine quality woven and
metal badges. The woven
badge is 90mm diameter and
the metal pin on badge is 25mm
Contact our Treasurer, John Court.
courtj106@aol.com
(preferred contact)
Or phone: 01394 448492

